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PROJECT ACTIVITIES
TERMIMU® as the Mechanism to Support the Maintenance of ISO/IEC Standard 2382

A Proposal from Canada

Presented by Natalie Ranger
Translation Bureau, Terminology Standardization Directorate (TSD)
To JTC 1 Sub-Committee Representatives
Gatineau, Québec
May 2 - 4, 2005
Agenda

- TERMICOM® Demo
- Organization
- Phase II — Developing Update Mechanism
- Examples
Organization

Ad Hoc Group

Joseph Côté
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat

Representatives
JTC1 Sub-committees

Natalie Ranger
Translation Bureau
Terminology Standardization Directorate

• TSD assumes responsibility for parts developed by disbanded SCs and for parts assigned to SCs not represented in the Ad Hoc Group
• TSD provides terminology expertise, research, database access and tools
Project Phases

- Phase I — Project Launch
- **Phase II — Developing Update Mechanism**
- Phase III — Publication and Distribution of Updated IT Vocabulary
- Phase IV — Project Review
- Phase V — Regular Updating
- Phase VI — Possible Project Expansion
Phase II—Developing ISO/IEC 2382 Update Mechanism

• Steps
  – Data conversion
  – Identification of duplicate terms
  – Identification of obsolete and archaic terms
  – Research of unilingual terms
  – Creation of updated standard
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